The economical Space-Saver solves the problem of transporting a small scooter or wheelchair when you have limited trunk space or a hatchback. Assemble the lift, connect the docking device, push a button and the Space-Saver will automatically lift your mobility device. The take-apart Space-Saver works in almost any vehicle.

- Power raise/lower and manual rotation
- Take-apart lift disassembles when not in use if desired
- Lightweight components: heaviest piece is only 15 lb (7 kg)
- Docking device included
- Eligible for auto manufacturer rebate*
- Potential to reinstall in applicable vehicle*
- 3-year limited warranty

* Contact Bruno dealer for details.

Learn more at www.bruno.com
SPACE-SAVER FEATURES

Take-apart lift disassembles when not in use if desired.

SPACE-SAVER OPTIONS

- Exterior hitch mount. (Class II and class III hitch version available).
- Offset post allows easier placement of mobility device in sloped hatch style vehicles.